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ABSTRACT 
 

In this paper, we propose a framework for Development of an E-
Agriculture Decision Support System, using existing data mining 
techniques in innovative manner and develop new techniques for 
the applications in agriculture sector. The system will provide 
users with decision support services such as planning activities, 
streamlining resources, predicting output etc.  
This would be helpful in aiding farmers and other agencies 
dealing with agricultural activities in developed as well as 
developing countries with any scale of interests in agriculture in 
the form of providing useful information and predictions. An e-
agriculture decision support system is an integrated or distributed 
system that takes huge amount of agricultural data produced by 
different sources over a period of time, produces useful 
information from that data and provides results in various 
representation formats that can be used in decision making. 
 

General Terms : Management, Documentation, Design, 
Economics, Human Factors, Standardization. 
 

Keywords: Data Mining, Decision Support, Information 
System, Agriculture. 
  

1.  INTRODUCTION  
 

Importance of the agricultural sector 
has long been ignored in terms of 
technological support it should receive from 
various areas including Information 
Technology. The agencies whether 
government organizations, non-government 
organizations or even private sector have 

always found it difficult to make investment 
in this sector, whether economic, 
technological or social owing to the 
difficulties in decision making based upon 
the limited amount of information derived 
from huge amount of data using inefficient 
and non-scientific approaches. The 
importance of agricultural sector further 
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increases in countries like India, Australia, 
Russia and Canada owing to the fact that 
more than half of the population of these 
countries are in occupations related to 
agriculture. Even in developed countries like 
Australia, Canada and United States a large 
section of industry is also dependent on 
agriculture as they manufacture products 
used in agriculture and other large section 
manufactures goods derived from agriculture 
products which also makes a large portion of 
their exports. 

Furthermore, the frequently occur-
ing food crises in various parts of the world 
is not actually because of paucity of 
resources in most cases but because of 
inefficient production, handling and also due 
to wrong policy making. The unavailability 
of information regarding expected produ-
ction leads to inefficient handling and 
storage of produce. It also becomes difficult 
to take marketing decisions because of lack 
of co-ordination between demand and 
supply agencies. The benefits of research 
taking place in agriculture centers do not 
reach the farmers, who in absence of expert 
guidance follow inefficient practices. The 
absence of a centralized information system 
for coordination and information sharing 
among different agencies directly or 
indirectly related to agriculture like wareh-
ousing departments, transport agencies, agro 
marketing companies, etc increases the 
complexity in decision making. 

 

Application of Information Techno-
logy in agricultural sector, like in any other 
sector can help in this scenario. Decision 
Support Systems can provide results on the 
basis of useful and meaningful information 
generated from huge amount of data 
generated in agricultural processes. These 
results when used by agencies in decision 

making can help in developing best 
agricultural practices for particular 
geographical zones, particular climatic and 
soil conditions and specific crops which 
would result in optimum utilization of 
resources and maximum produce. The 
system also helps in policy making by 
generating predictions on the basis of data 
collected over a period of time. This will 
help in post harvest processes like 
transportation and storage of the produce, 
supply to the market at optimum time to 
generate maximum profits, calculating 
subsidies to be given on the produce as well 
as resources and controlling exports to keep 
a check on the prices. The prediction of 
produces depending upon the changing 
conditions will also help agencies in 
decision making regarding supply and 
storage which can prevent unwarranted 
escalation of prices and scarcity without 
warning. The information can also be used 
by research agencies in devising new 
methodologies and techniques agriculture 
for particular areas and for particular crops 
which will result in maximum produces and 
also prevent crop failures due to outbreak of 
diseases and resource scarcity.  

 
This system is not limited to above 

mentioned applications but can also be used 
by private sector industries related to 
agriculture in policy making for maximum 
profit generation. Banking and Finance 
Institutions can also use the information to 
plan their investments in agricultural sector. 
Agricultural loan policies can be devised on 
the basis of the information and dates of 
payments from farmers and agro industry 
can be estimated. The availability of 
meaningful information will encourage 
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every sector to invest in agriculture and 
would lead to overall development of large 
population associated with agriculture. 
 
2.  SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 

The proposed Decision Support 
System can be divided into three parts, data 
collection and storage subsystem, Data 
Mining Subsystem and Representation 
Subsystem.  The data collection and storage 
subsystem deals with data collection from 
various sources. Web portal is used as an 
interactive interface for data collection from 
farmers, agricultural goods resellers and 
other agencies. Data collected from farmers 
is stored in a transactional database and 
periodically updated in the warehouse after 
pre-processing like data cleaning, data 
reduction, data integration and data 
transformation. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. System Architecture 

Data from other sources can be 
directly stored in the data warehouse. The 
data mining subsystem extracts interesting 
patterns from the plethora of data. The 
mining sub system incorporates four 
techniques, link analysis, classification, 
decision trees and clustering. Every 
technique is helpful in different scenarios of 
decision making. The Representation 
subsystem is responsible for producing 
output results in different formats for 
different mining techniques, e.g. clustering 
results will be represented as circles, link 
analysis results represented as frequent item 
sets, etc. 
 
3.  E-AGRICULTURE DECISION SUPPORT   
      SYSTEM 
 

Data from various sources like 
farmers’ profiles, government and private 
agencies are collected using web portal. 
Transactional database is created for farmers 
to store transaction details. Using this data a 
data warehouse is built for efficient storage. 
Mining operations are performed on this 
warehouse to extract useful information. 
This information will help the users in 
various steps involved in agricultural 
process. Various components of the system 
are discussed in following subsections. 
 
3.1  Web Portal 
 

An online, easy to use web portal 
will be developed for the users. It will 
contain the profile for every farmer using the 
system and listing the details like 
geographical details, farm size, details of 
irrigation facilities, crop, climatic 
conditions, type of soil, etc. Data is collected 
from the farmer throughout the cultivation 
process from the day of sowing the seeds till 
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the day of harvesting in the form 
transactions. The farmer will update his 
profile on periodic intervals. Like the date of 
sowing the crop, of seeds used, amount of 
fertilizers and manures used, proper 
schedule for irrigation etc. This web portal 
will help us in monitoring details of each 
and every activity followed by every farmer 
using the system. Other users of the system 
like government agencies including 
meteorological department, electricity and 
irrigation departments, agriculture research 
institutes etc and private agencies like agro 
marketing dealers, transport providers etc 
will update availability of resources and 
other useful information. 
 
3.2  Transactional Database 
 

The transactional database will be 
used for storing the various transactions 
executed by the farmers throughout the 
agricultural process. Each transaction will 
contain details like farmer id, transaction 
date, item purchased, amount, activity, etc. 
Query processing languages like MySQL 
will be used to store and retrieve data. The 
details of each of the transactions like 
irrigation of farm, the amount of the 
fertilizers purchased and used and the 
general condition of the crop would be 
updated at each change and this data would 
be updated to the data warehouse 
periodically.  
 
3.3  Data Warehouse 
 

The data warehouse component is 
used to store subject-oriented, time variant 
and non-volatile collection of data from 
various sources that support the decision 
making process. 

3.4  Pattern Generation Methodologies 
 

Discovering relevant patterns lies at 
the core of this e-agriculture DSS 
framework. To better implement this a few 
methods that were studied are link analysis, 
classification, decision trees and clustering. 
They find implementation in our project and 
are described in the following subsections.    
 
3.4.1  Link Analysis 
 

Mining association rules is critical 
to our framework as the ability to provide 
efficient decision support rests heavily on 
the patterns mined which in-turn depends on 
the association rules generated. This 
involves a cause-effect analysis, as the 
farmer might want to use an item like a 
fertilizer and for that he may use some tools, 
so a simple analysis would suggest that these 
two items sell together. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Link Analysis 
 

The cause of this will be suggested 
by the soil department after studying the 
nature of soil and using experiences from 
archived data that are given as input to the 
DSS. Then the nature of fertilizer that the 
farmer should buy will be suggested. As 
depicted in figure 2, the whole system of 
association rule generation involves all 
aspects of this structure. 
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Market basket analysis is performed over 
various details of the agricultural goods 
purchased by the farmer e.g. fertilizers, 
manures, insecticides, pesticides etc. After a 
large data set is formed, i.e. when 
appropriate samples as test data are 
available, a link analysis is performed.  
 
3.4.2  Classification 
We can segregate the farmers based on 
various factors in different classes like: 
• Geographical Zone 
• Type of soil 
• Nature of Produce 
• Size of farm 
• Extent of mechanization 
• Economics 

Classification is a supervised 
learning technique. It involves 
categorization of available data into 
identified classes with relevant labels in 
order to allocate a class for future unlabelled 
data. In our case a farmer who enters 
necessary but not all details can still derive 
maximum benefit from the decision support 
system as he is identified to be belonging to 
a particular class. Such classification allows 
a level of tolerance on the part of the DSS 
even with incorrect or incomplete data. 
When a new farmer creates his profile he is 
assigned to a particular class depending on 
the match between the characteristics of the 
farmers already belonging to that class and 
the details entered. On the basis of this he is 
recommended on the best practices and 
products to use.  For example a farmer might 
know the type of crop he produces but might 
be unaware of the nature of soil. The DSS on 
the basis of his geographical zone and nature 
of produce can suggest him the type of 
fertilizer that he should use. This is done 
using the patterns derived from the same 

class containing information such as similar 
geographical zone and crop type. 
 

3.4.3  Decision Trees 
Decision trees are an important tool 

in determining the nature of practice that a 
farmer puts in and also in suggesting 
him/her towards better implementation. A 
binary decision tree as depicted in figure 3 
provides two options to the tool in reaching 
to a decision at each step. The nodes are the 
various attributes of the farmer that he/she 
has given in his/her profile. As the decision 
maker reaches towards the leaf node it 
clearly identifies the nature of a farmer’s 
practice and is in a position to advise 
him/her to implement some changes to 
improve his/her produce by backtracking 
and finding a new path which leads to a leaf 
node that yields better produce.  

When the profile of a farmer 
suggests that he/she is a rice producer in a 
zone with high ground water, the decision 
maker considers the extent of mechanization 
and continues to probe in detail about other 
attributes to give relevant suggestions. 
 

 
 

Figure 3.  Decision Tree 
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3.4.4  Clustering 
 

Clustering involves identifying 
items that show similarity in their attributes 
and grouping them together. Such grouping 
helps in predicting the values of attributes of 
some items that are missing or noisy. A 
good cluster exhibits strong cohesion and 
weak coupling; that is, the values of the 
items belonging to one cluster are very 
similar and the values of items belonging to 
different cluster are highly dissimilar. This is 
important to define boundary of a cluster to 
clearly demarcate the difference between the 
properties of some type items from another. 
The goal of clustering is to find groups that 
are very different from each other, and 
whose members are very similar to each 
other. 

In clustering any specific directions 
or constraints is not given to the clustering 
algorithm. It finds the patterns by itself and 
groups the data accordingly. As depicted in 
figure 4 some items display values which are 
very close to one another that leads to the 
formation of clusters 1 & 2. This can mean 
that for example, ‘farmers in north India 
(Zone) specifically in the plains (type of soil 
is alluvial) who grow wheat (type of crop) 
have mostly small land holdings’. 
Considering this, other corresponding values 
of some items belonging to the same cluster 
can be predicted. 
 

 
Figure 4. Clustering 

In our framework any of these 
methodologies can be put to practice to 
obtain a satisfactory result. 
 
3.5  Pattern Evaluation and Analysis 
 

The patterns generated by the 
methodologies discussed above are then 
analyzed to understand their relevance to a 
particular party. For this a tool is proposed 
that bases its decision on various factors as 
discussed a little later. We call this tool 
“lyzer”; its primary job is to understand the 
pattern generated. Any pattern that is 
discovered to be new is matched with the 
earlier patterns to check if they have the 
same support count and either of them is a 
subset of other. If found so, then the superset 
is maintained and the subset is ignored as for 
future use it’ll be deduced from the super 
set. So in case of a new hit, the lyzer starts 
checking for the user preference against the 
dataset; if a match is discovered then the 
probability of the next element is calculated 
by checking the support count of the subsets 
and the most frequent are ranked 
accordingly. If another item is hit as against 
the one that was expected then the rank of 
the other subset is improved and some points 
deduced from the ‘expected’ set. If the 
points keep falling then below a particular 
threshold the rank is dropped and the 
ordering is done again to ensure that the 
most probable subset is maintained highest 
in the rank-wise sequence.  

Another crucial aspect of lyzer is its 
ability to understand the semantics of the 
product relationship. This is important 
because the efficiency of the results 
generated increases exponentially if the 
context of search is understood by the 
search-tool. A methodology for discovering 
semantics efficiently is proposed by Jiang   
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et al in2. They proceed by extracting the 
Resource Definition Format (RDF) metadata 
representing semantic relationship with the 
help of various natural language processing 
techniques. To this a pattern-mining 
algorithm GP-Close, which is proposed in2 
is applied. The efficiency of this algorithm is 
displayed through various experimental 
results over data concerning terrorist 
activities.  

The semantics that are discovered 
through the above method are the applied to 
the current data set to ensure that if there is 
an occurrence of a product that sells 
alongwith some other product which might 
not be available currently for some reason, 
then the lyzer can judiciously decide to offer 
another item for the semantic pool of the 
missing algorithm. This means that if a user 
is looking for an item like a fertilizer for a 
particular soil type that is not available, the 
lyzer can offer different fertilizer for the 
same conditions based on past experience. 
Another aspect of the lyzer is its ability in 
reflecting the score or rank increase of a 
particular data-set almost instantly to other 
user. This is important in order to improve 
the efficacy of algorithm in terms of its 
predicted items and offers for users. This is 
done by can be the sale of a two books 
together, that is, if a customer buys product 
A and follows it up with a product B; if this 
is followed by a product C on network by 
one user and with a product D  by another, 
then the lyzer can take a note of this and 
respond to a new user who has product A 
and product B by preparing for the 
possibility of the next hit to be of product C 
or product D. This enrichment of knowledge 
through experiences is a key to the lyzer’s 
intelligence.checking if any other thread 
exists that is currently accessing a data-set to 

which an improvement in scores has been 
registered. If found, the other thread is 
refreshed and the necessary offers based on 
this new information displayed. A common 
application of this  
 
4.  ADVANTAGES 
 

The project finds application with 
various aspects of the crop cycle, thus, 
affecting the process of farming; dependent 
industries that include the ones involved in 
the process of production, harvesting and 
storage and also the ones which use the farm 
produce as raw materials. The project is 
aimed to develop and modernize the current 
practices in developed as well as developing 
countries without jeopardizing their core 
competencies and also the simplicity of the 
interface is kept in mind to ensure that it is 
helpful even to people who have very little 
exposure to computers. People with no prior 
experience can utilize it only after a brief 
training. For various industries related to the 
project a uniform view is developed for 
efficient exchange of information amongst 
them. 

 
5.  RESULT AND FUTURE WORK 
 

The framework that has been 
discussed here caters to an entire cross 
section related to various interest holders in 
the process of growing and utilizing food 
and cash crops. Various tasks can still be 
conducted in order to improve the ability at 
various levels viz. (i) the maintenance of 
data warehouse, (ii) the efficiency of lyzer to 
scavenge pattern in terms of their relevance 
and speed, (iii) relaying back the results to 
the industry and farmer in manner that not 
just educate them as to how to improve their 
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efficiency but also impels them to submit 
further information that they might consider 
secondary but might help in generating 
better mining results. 
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